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JAMES T. COLLINS

Of Castles and Councillors
Questions about Baileu*

Among the words considered characteristically, perhaps emblematically,
Ambonese is the term for the village ceremonial hall, baileu, often glossed
raadhuis 'town hall' in Dutch vocabularies of Ambonese Malay, for
example, in Van Hoevell (1876) and De Clercq (1876). In some analyses of
Ambonese societies, the baileu is analysed as a symbol of the inherent
conflict in Christian Ambonese villages between autochthonous traditions
(adat) and religion; see Cooley (1962:8-13) for his perspective of the
function of the baileu in Christian Ambonese society of more than thirty
years ago. In Ambon today baileu - even in disrepair - are held in respect,
if not fear, because of the perceived supernatural links between these
buildings and the village ancestors (Collins 1973). Without a doubt more
ethnographic research on these baileu and their manifestations in the
villages of Central Maluku is urgently needed. The purpose of this brief
note, however, is simply to explore the origins of the word baileu.

Without exception, lexicographers working on Ambonese Malay treat
baileu as an Ambonese variant of the standard Malay word balai 'public
building'. This is sometimes done explicitly, for example when Cooley
(1962:8) writes: 'The word baileu (often written baileo) seems to be a
Moluccanization of the Malay term bale or balai ...' However, most often
this connection is made implicitly by juxtaposing baileu with the standard
Malay forms: balai, bale or balairong; for example, in De Clercq (1876)
we find 'Baileo Afmbonese]' matched with '(P. balei)', where 'P.' refers to
Pijnappel's dictionary of standard Malay (see, for example, Pijnappel
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192 James T. Collins

(1875:45-6) for the lengthy balei entry to which De Clercq referred).This
association of Ambonese Malay baileu (ba-i-le-u) with the Malay word
balai (ba-lai) is made without any attempt to explain why there should be
those two extra vowels, i and u: Ambonese Malay ba-i-le-u over against
standard Malay ba-le or ba-lay (note that in Ambonese Malay the ai of
baileu is a vowel sequence, not a diphthong, and that the same holds true
for the vowel sequence eu). Even if we assume that the starting-point for
this 'Moluccanization' is bale (from Malay balai by monophthongization
of the final diphthong, /ay/ > [e]), the occurrence in Ambonese Malay of
two extra vowels, i and u, which are in fact extra syllables, has not
interested the lexicographers of Ambonese Malay.

The Portuguese word baileu, however, has drawn more attention from
the lexicographers of Portuguese, where baileu is or was a commonly used
word. In the Michaelis dictionary of Portuguese ([Wimmer] 1961), we read
that baileu is a scaffolding, a ship's forecastle (or aftcastle), or a sailors'
prison. The Dicionario Brasileiro da lingua Portuguesa ([Mirados
Internacional] 1975) offers a longer definition adding several meanings,
such as andaime pensil 'suspended scaffold'; tribuna, palanque 'tribune,
reviewing stand'; carcera de marinha 'sailors' brig', and several terms
related to naval or military life. These Brazilian dictionaries differ only in
detail from the definitions offered in dictionaries published in Portugal; see
Costa and Sampaio e Meio (n.d.) or Ferreira (n.d.).

In 1919, Msgr. S. Dalgado, the compiler of the Indo-Portuguese
equivalent of the Hobson-Jobson glossary, offered an etymology for this
Portuguese word. First, he argued that baileu could not be a Portuguese
word derived from bailar 'to dance', as had been previously argued.
Rather, he firmly asserted (Dalgado 1988,11:461) that baileu was a Malay
word, balai, and cited De Clercq's Ambonese Malay form baileu as the
immediate source for the Portuguese word ('o etimo imeditao da palavra
portuguesa'). He bolstered his analysis with numerous citations from
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Portuguese sources, for example, a
1539 text which used the term baileu both for royal tribunes and for naval
military structures in Sumatra. Dalgado's authoritative etymology is now
the one cited in etymological dictionaries of Portuguese; see, for example,
Machado 1977. Thus, although Dalgado devoted more time to considering
the origin of baileu in Portuguese, in the end he, too, pointed to Malay
balai1 as the source for the term, specifically via the form cited by De
Clercq in Ambonese Malay.

Dalgado's philological research, which encompassed all of the
Portuguese Indies, was extensive. Similarly, De Clercq's dictionary
included data from all of Maluku, including Manado and Kupang. But

1 More recently Thomaz (1988:259), without comment or explanation, associated Portuguese
baileu with Malay balai. Thus, this lexicographic tradition lives on.
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Of Castles and Councillors 193

from a linguist's point of view there remains a lingering problem in the
balai > baileu etymology, despite the authoritativeness and
comprehensiveness of these two sources. There are simply no known
phonological mechanisms in Ambonese Malay which would explain the
additional vowels of baileu. How could [balay] or [bale] become [baileu]?
In contemporary Ambonese Malay, baileu is sometimes pronounced by
some speakers with a diphthongized ai vowel sequence, that is, as [bayleu]
beside [baileu]2, but not as [baleu], nor, for that matter, as [beleu]. Where
did the extra syllables or vowels of baileu come from? Certainly, we might
argue on an ad hoc basis that baileu can be derived from balairong - a
compound variant of balai - if the monophthongization of balai had
occurred and if the r had been inexplicably lost. This hypothetical process,
that is, balairong > balerong > baleong, could have yielded a form that
was borrowed into Portuguese as baleo or baled, where the final velar
nasal - ng of hypothetical baleong - was replaced by nasalization of the
preceding vowel cluster.3 Such a form could then have been borrowed into
Ambonese Malay as baleo, without nasalization. Certainly, it would not be
the first time that a Malay word borrowed by the Portuguese was later
reintroduced into Malay. Schuchardt (see Gilbert 1980 and Collins 1983)
noted that gudang 'warehouse' in modern Malay must be derived from an
Indo-Portugese word, guddo, which itself originated from the Malay word
gedung (or in some dialects godong) 'rice barn, storage shed'.4 So there
are precedents for the circuitous route of borrowing from Malay into
Portuguese, followed by reprocessing semantically and phonetically in
Portuguese, and then reintroduction into Malay to form doublets, as
suggested above.5 But the Portuguese word baileu does not contain a

2 I am grateful to the anonymous reviewer who pointed out that the variant [bayleu] occurs in
contemporary Ambonese Malay. However, the simultaneous occurrence of variants with a vowel
sequence [ai] beside the diphthongized variant [av] strongly supports the phonemic status of/ai/ as
a vowel sequence. Moreover, in keeping with the historical focus of this paper is the fact that there
are no monophthongized variants of baileu; that is, no beleu variants occur. In Ambonese Malay,
to my knowledge, diphthongs underwent monophthongization without exception, for example serai
> sure 'lemon grass'. Vowel sequences, however, persist even in loanwords, such as Said > [sait]
'man's name' and the word baileu under examination here.
3 As D.J. Prentice (p.c, November 10, 1994) pointed out, both combinations, eo/eo, 'are very
unlikely in word-final position in Portuguese'.
4 The English (Anglo-Indian) word godown 'warehouse' was also borrowed from the Indo-
Portuguese form and thus also must be derived ultimately from Malay, despite a folk-etymology
'go' + 'down'.
5 Another example of borrowing, repackaging and re-entry is provided by menteri 'high-ranking
official', originally a Malay loanword from Sanskrit via Hindi, which was borrowed into
Portuguese (by contamination with the Portuguese word mandar 'to command') as mandarim to
refer to high-ranking Asian officials, including Chinese officials. As early as the sixteenth century
this was borrowed into English as mandarin. Many phenomena associated with Chinese mandarins
acquired names indicating that association: mandarin oranges, mandarin silk. Because entry into
this elite rank was determined by the results of examinations in the literary language of China, that
language came to be called Mandarin in English and, through English, in modern Malay as well.
Thus, Mandarin (originally from menteri via Portuguese) re-entered Malay as Mandarin, the name
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194 James T. Collins-

nasalized vowel, either today or in the earliest citations of baileu. This
contradicts the pattern yielding guddo that was noted above. Moreover,
the remaining phonological difference (ai not a) between Ambonese
Malay baileo and hypothetical baleo is also unexplained. Thus, this ad
hoc solution through balairong is very problematic indeed.

At this point, it might be useful to examine some of the earliest examples of
baileu in Portuguese texts from Maluku. Jacobs (1971) noted several
occurrences of baileu in the manuscript he believed to be Galvao's 1544
treatise on North Maluku.6 He also noted that the meaning of these forms
in Galvao's text ranged from superstructures on ships' decks to meeting-
halls and sleeping-platforms. Nonetheless, he firmly placed baileu in his
'Index of Indonesian and other Asian words' (Jacobs 1971:366-76). In
another of Jacob's important contributions (1974), we can read letters
written in Portuguese by sixteenth-century Catholic missionaries in Ambon
and Maluku. Although this collection of letters begins in 1544, it is only in
the 179th letter, written on June 15, 1570, in Ambon, that baileu occurs
(without explanation by the writer, Fr. Pero Mascarenhes, S.J.). He writes
that: 'In that place the Father set forth an account of our holy faith to the
men who had been gathered by him in a very large baileu to listen with
such great attention that not a word was lost' (Translation mine). For this
citation Jacobs (1974:597, note 5) offers the gloss 'village meeting house'.
The following year, 1571, Fr. Jeronimo de Olmeido, S.J., sent letter no. 184
(May 12, 1571) from Ambon, in which he mentions the baileo of a warship.
Jacobs notes that in this text baileo means 'the elevated cabin for soldiers
on board ship'; moreover, he adds the information that in this letter the
phrase 'os do baileo' specifically means 'the armed soldiers in opposition
to the rowers'.7 Thus, in two letters containing probably the earliest uses of
baileu originating from Ambon, the word refers either to a structure built
on land or to an elevated structure on a ship's deck.

As noted above, Dalgado may have been correct when he insisted that
baileu was a Portuguese word derived from Malay. But even the hypo-

of the national language of China, again yielding in modern Malay a doublet: menteri 'cabinet
minister' and Mandarin 'formal/school Chinese'.
6 Galvao's manuscript (1544) is a report on the northern part of Maluku, especially Ternate and
Tidore, rather than central Maluku. There appear to have been earlier or contemporary references to
baileu outside Maluku. Dalgado (1988, 11:461) cites a 1539 reference to baileu in Sumatra.
Castanheda's account of conquests in continental India and the archipelago, first published in 1551
but written some years earlier (Andaya 1993:10), includes a mention of the terrace (alpendre) 'a que
chamao bayleu' in the palace of the king of Bengal in northern India (see Dalgado 1988, 11:462).
The widespread and early dispersal of this term in Portuguese reports does not suggest a Maluku
provenance.
7 Here Jacobs' text parallels that by Pinto of 1529, cited in Dalgado (1988,11:461-2), in which
he makes a distinction between the men of the baileu (a que elles chamao de Baileu) and those who
manned the oars (os mais chusma de remo). I wish to express my thanks to L. Collins for helping
me clarify this distinction in Pinto.
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Of Castles and Councillors 195

thetical etymology from balairong offered here does not explain all the
extra vowels. In view of the absence of a convincing linguistic explanation
of the excrescent vowels which could link baileu to balai or balairong, I
propose another route of enquiry. In the following paragraphs, evidence
will be adduced to support the claim that baileu may be, after all, a Portu-
guese word of Romance, not Malay, origin. Thus, baileu in Portuguese is a
loanword from another Romance language and baileu in Ambonese Malay
is simply another loanword from Portuguese. In short, the path of
borrowing, Portuguese > Malay, is the direct opposite of the one generally
acknowledged, Malay > Portuguese. Seven considerations are set forth
here to support this claim.

First, the pioneer English lexicographer of Malay, Thomas Bowrey,
included baileu in his dictionary of 1701, viz.: 'Baleew a Ship's Deck, a
boarded Floor ... Baleew eang ca tega ... Third Floor'. He only knew the
word as a nautical term, roughly similar in meaning to that defined by
Jacobs for its occurrence in Letter No. 184 above. Bowrey provided a
separate definition of Baleerong, namely 'a Court of Guard, a Courtyard'.
Our conclusion is that in Bowrey baileu (Baleew)8 is a nautical term which
does not merge with balai or balairong (Baleerong). This fact becomes all
the more striking when we examine Daniel Brouwerius' translation of
Genesis, which was apparently written in Ambon about 1660 (Collins
1992a). In this translation, baleew (Gen. 6:16) means 'ship's deck' and
baleeu baleeu (Gen. 34:N) 'temporary house'. Thus it seems that the
nautical and land-based meanings of baileu both occurred in local
Ambonese Malay as early as the mid-seventeenth century, just as they did
in sixteenth-century Portuguese, but that the only documented meaning of
the Malay word baileu outside Ambon (Bowrey's Baleew) is the nautical
one.9

Second, in today's Portuguese dictionaries, baileu is a nautical term
referring to superstructures on ships' decks and, secondarily, to scaf-
folding; the meaning 'jail, brig' is marked as slang or regional. In another
Iberian language, Spanish, the word for a ship's forecastle is castillo. The
castillo was 'a strategic part of the superstructure; from the castillo
mariners worked the rigging of the foresail and sprit sail and during sea
battles weapons could be deployed in the overhanging platform' (see
Smith 1993:89-90). The Spanish castillo (Portuguese baileu) was the first
line of defence. Indeed, baileu is defined in one Portuguese dictionary,

8 It is worth noting the odd English orthography of baleew, with its sequence of -eew. How
would it have been pronounced in 17th-century English? The sequence ee, as in see, usually
indicates [i]; following e, final -w often indicates a sequence pronounced [vuw], as in few. The
sequence -eew, however, is not a likely combination. If it occurred, would baleew have been
pronounced [balvuw] or [balivuw]? The unusual English spelling, in fact, suggests that Bowrey
may have had access to written Dutch sources when he wrote his dictionary.
9 Earlier citations uncovered so far, some of which are noted here, occur in Portuguese, not
Malay, texts.
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196 James T. Collins

Dicionario Brasileiro ([Mirados International] 1975:244), as 'Naut.
Castelo ou estrado alto, em navios antigos e sobre o qual se combatia'
(Nautical: Forecastle or high platform on old ships, on which they fought).
Here, then, baileu and castelo in Portuguese are equivalent, at least in the
sense noted above.

Third, in English, as in Spanish and Portuguese, the word castle refers
both to a defended manor house or fort as well as to the superstructures on
ships' decks. English furthermore has another word which is related se-
mantically to castle, namely bailey. The Oxford English Dictionary (1971:
625) offers as its first definition of 'bailey': 'The external wall enclosing
the outer fort and forming the first line of defence of a feudal castle'. In
English, 'bailey' (also spelled bailly) was already in use by 1300. It is
suggestive that at least in nautical Portuguese baileu referred to a structure
that was similar in function to the (fore)castle of nautical English, that is, 'a
superstructure at or immediately aft of the bow of a vessel, used as a shelter
for stores, machinery, etc. or as quarters for sailors' (Flexner 1987:749).
These facts of the distribution of the terms castle/castelo and bailey/baileu
lead to the following chart of two architectural terms.

English

Portuguese

'fort'

castle
bailey

castelo

'ship' s superstructure'

castle

castelo
baileu

English used both semantically related terms for terrestrial structures but
only one of them for maritime structures. By contrast, Portuguese used
only one for the terrestrial structure and both for the maritime structure.

Fourth, in English 'bailey' is probably a loanword from medieval Latin,
baillium, although according to the OED there was confusion of bailey
with bailly or bailiff; bailly/bailiff is thought to derive from Latin bajulus. In
any case, bailey in English is clearly a Romance loanword, most likely
related to medieval baillium 'courtyard of castle'. See Latham (1975:175),
who cites the occurrence of this Latin word as early as 1142 in British
sources of medieval Latin texts. The citation is instructive: 'm terris et
turribus, in castellis et bailliis' (on land and in towers, in castles and
baileys) (Translation mine). The juxtaposition of castellis and bailliis
provides support for the strong semantic links between these two Latin
words.

Fifth, no dictionary of Portuguese to my knowledge associates baileu
with Latin baillium. On the other hand, a cognate of bailly, the word that
the OED claims was frequently confused in English with bailey, does occur
in Portuguese, as bailio, '(Arch.) chief commander of an ancient knightly
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Of Castles and Councillors 197

order, provincial chief magistrate, bailiff, officer' ([Wimmer] 1961). As Diez
(1887) points out, Portuguese bailio is a reflex of classical Latin 'bajulus
(baj'lus)', just as Italian balivo or Provencal baileu are. In the mid-
sixteenth century, bajulus was widespread in the Latin used or taught in
England and France; note its occurrence in Estienne's (1971) students'
dictionary of Latin. The evidence from Diez suggests that cognates of this
word were widespread in western European languages. Furthermore, in
one of the earliest Malay dictionaries, and certainly the earliest written in
Ambon (Wiltens and Danckaerts 1623), this Portuguese word, balio, was
cited as a Malay word. It was considered equivalent to sida sida or sesida,
defined as 'een gelubde', 'a castrated one', that is, a court eunuch. The
medieval function of a knightly commander was matched with the Sanskrit
word siddha for an ascetic wise man (see Gonda 1952). These Dutch
lexicographers focused on the balio/sida sida's physical characteristic of
being castrated rather than his courtly functions. We can compare this
Maluku definition to that in De Houtman's 1603 dictionary (based on the
kind of Malay used in Aceh, in the westernmost part of the archipelago),
where sida sida or sesida was defined as ghelubt man 'castrated man' or
siapdragher 'one who bears the royal seal'.10 In any case, the very early
documented occurrence of balio (from Portuguese bailio) in the Malay of
Maluku" raises the issue of whether or not this bailio ( < bajulus) was not
also confused with the form attested in Brouwerius' Genesis, baleeu ( <
baillium), just as these two forms were confused in English and French.

Sixth, if the nautical Portuguese term baileu was already used by the
polyglot crews of Portuguese vessels to refer to the ship's forecastle both
as the first line of maritime defence12 (see Jacobs' (1971:156-63) rendering
of Galvao's explanation of the military use of these nautical baileu) and as
a shelter for stores and sailors, it is not difficult to see how the sailors'
notion of baileu as the ship's deck was extended both to similar structures
on indigenous vessels frequenting Ternate's seas and to structures they

10 This latter definition exactly parallels one of the definitions given by Latham (1975:176) for
medieval bajulus: bearer of letters, tidings, messenger; a royal minister. The Ciceronian meaning
of baiulus was porter or carrier (Glare 1990:220), which is still given as the gloss in prescriptive
Latin dictionaries of the sixteenth century; see Estienne (1971) and Calepino (1950-52).
1 ' A preliminary search of the 1595 Latin-Portuguese-Japanese dictionary (Calepino 1950-52) has
not yielded convincing supporting evidence of the use of either baileu or bailio in contemporary
Portuguese-language religious academies in Japan. See also [Iwai] 1951, 1953. At the same time it
is considered unlikely that the seventeenth-century balio - assumed here to be a Portuguese
loanword - was a reflex of the Malay word beliau 'he/she (respectful)'.
12 Note that Malay of the same period (?) already had a lexical item to cover this kind of naval
defensive structure. Wilkinson (n.d.:254) included dandan 'platform-extension to deck of native
prahu ... Formerly fitted also as fighting-platforms (dandani akan tenipat berperang, Hg.
Tuah 298).' In later periods a similar device was recorded by Newbold (1971:38) in his 1839 report
on 'Malay pirates', who erected 'strong bulwarks of wood called Apilans ... behind which the crew
enscounce[d] themselves, fighting with their long guns ...' The apilan is defined more clearly by
Wilkinson (n.d.:42) as a 'gun shield. Of thick planking with a hole in the middle for fixing it on
the gun barrel.'
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1. A sixteenth-century Spanish ship equipped with a forecastle
(adapted from Smith 1993).

2. A twentieth-century baileu in western Seram, Maluku (taken from Jensen 1948).
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Of Castles and Councillors 199

also saw on the shores of Ternate and Ambon. Elevated wooden platforms
with open or only partly enclosed sides are still a typical architectural
feature in tropical Southeast Asia, but are not typical of Europe's terrestrial
architecture. It would not be surprising if these Portuguese sailors
recognized these open-air, elevated structures of Maluku as something
similar to the baileu with which they were familiar. A comparison of
relevant sketches might be helpful here. In Illustration 1 a sixteenth-
century Spanish naval forecastle is depicted (see Smith 1993:72);
Illustration 2 is a twentieth-century sketch of a meeting-house in Seram,
Central Maluku (see Jensen 1948:64).

Not only do the architectural features, namely the elevated wooden
structure, the slightly pitched roof and the open, railed areas, bear striking
similarities to each other, but the functions of these structures are similar,
too. On the one hand, both served as meeting-places for the men, especially
armed men in council. On the other hand, when not serving as meeting-
places, the Maluku structures, like the forecastles of ships, functioned as
warehouses. In 1876, De Clercq defined the Ambonese baileu as follows:
'raadhuis; tegenwoordig zelden meer tot dat doel gebruikt: waar ze nog
worden aangetroffen dienen ze ter opberging van materialen' (town hall;
however, they are seldom used for this purpose any longer: where they are
still found, they serve as places to store materials) (Translation mine). Even
Cooley (1962) commented on the function of Ambon's baileu as places to
store sacral objects. Indeed, Valentyn (1726:4), writing about the
seventeenth century, described the baileu as shrines for devil worship
('een hooge baileoe, het Duivels-huis genaamd').

Seventh, it is not unlikely that, just as in English the words bailey
'castle' and bailly 'bailiff were confused, likewise in Ambonese Malay the
Portuguese loanwords baileu 'elevated roofed structure' and bailio
'councillor' were blended. The nautical meaning of baileu, attested in

-Bowrey and Brouwerius, was lost in Ambon but the meeting-place
meaning of baileu, confirmed in Brouwerius, was strengthened by its
semantic merger with bailio 'councillor', yielding the normative definition
of nineteenth-century Ambonese Malay raadhuis 'town hall' (i.e.,
'councillors' chambers'). There was another factor which probably
contributed to the semantic merger of 'councillor' and 'meeting-place'
sometime between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries. In the
seventeenth century, the Dutch introduced to the lexical environment of
the Malay-speaking world a French loanword, which added to the
convergence of meaning. In seventeenth-century Dutch documents,
balliuw or baliu referred to a legally appointed official (see Verdam 1973)
and, at least in the East Indies, the inherited Dutch term raadhuis 'town
hall' was often interchanged with the word bailljouw or baljuw ( <
French bailli < Latin bajulus) (see, for example, Wurffbain's 1686 account
of Batavia (Posthumus Meyjes 1931) and Posthumus Meyjes' comments as
modern editor). It is this meaning of baileu, reinforced by a similar Dutch
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200 James T. Collins

word, which has been retained in Ambonese Malay.13

These seven considerations, taken together, constitute a convincing
network of evidence for the argument that Ambonese Malay baileu is a
loanword from Portuguese, not vice versa, as Dalgado suggested 70 years
ago. It may have been the case that in Portuguese, especially as it was
spoken in Asia, the word baileu, used to refer to indigenous land-based
structures, blended or was associated with the Malay word balaiu; but,
even if this blending did take place, it is anachronistic to claim that baileu
is the Malay word balai. Rather, the Portuguese speakers may have
thought baileu was related to balai. The phenomenon could be
considered a kind of semantic contamination.

Ambonese Malay is a dialect of Malay that is recognized as containing
more Portuguese loanwords than most Malay dialects (Paramita 1972).
Documentary evidence in the form of court records, bible translations and
collections of sermons originating from seventeenth-century Ambon (see,
for example, Collins 1992a, 1992b) proves that at that time there were even
more Portuguese loanwords. It may be that some of these still survive
unrecognized, like baileu, or unrecorded because of the very inadequate
existing Malay dialect lexicographical coverage. Uncovering and
recognizing loanwords is an important step in the long-delayed task of
writing the history of Malay as well as the broader academic effort to re-
evaluate Proto-Austronesian theory.

In 1971, before I had even arrived in Ambon, when I was still relying on
De Clercq's dictionary, I was troubled by all the vowels in the Ambonese
Malay entry baileu, said to be the same as balai. How could baileu be
related to balai? Where had all the vowels come from, especially in a
dialect that has otherwise reduced its vowel inventory? (See the summary
statement in Collins 1980:18-9.) There may be an argument for a circuitous
route via balairong, as noted above, but I submit that the evidence
presented here strongly suggests that no extra vowels crept into balaiis

13 In the seventeenth century, many variants of Malay converged to yield the basis of today's
Ambonese Malay. The vocabulary of F. Caron's mid-seventeenth-century sermons written in
Ambon displays numerous competing lexical forms. A Portuguese term for governor, for example,
guvernador, competed with the Ternate term salahaka. In the end, the Dutch term gubernur,
introduced probably about the same time, became the current term (see Collins 1992b). The
turbulent, formative period of Ambonese Malay witnessed the loss or replacement of many lexical
items.
14 It is assumed that Portuguese mandarim 'mandarin', discussed here in note 5 above, may have
resulted from the phonetic blending of Malay menteri 'official' and Portuguese mandar 'to order'.
But in the association of baileu with balai we have a blending based on some semantic overlap
with partial phonetic similarity; thus, the situation approximates false cognate recognition.
15 That there may have been some later contamination (especially by Dutch lexicographers and
American ethnologists) of baileu with the Malay or Javanese forms balai or bale is not denied here.
Rather, the point is that all the evidence points to an etymological source for baileu which does
not lie in the archipelago at all. The argument in this article is that the lending language for baileu
was Portuguese, not Malay or Javanese.
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and that balai and baileu are not genetically related to each other. The
Malay word balai is a regular reflex of Proto-Austronesian *balai 'house,
hut, ceremonial house' (Dempwolff 1938:21); baileu is a nautical term of
Romance provenance borrowed into Portuguese and later, through
Portuguese, into Malay.16 Today baileu is retained with an expanded
semantic base in Portuguese variants. Although its use may have been
more widespread among other Malay variants in the seventeenth century,
apparently it has been retained only in Ambonese Malay with a shifted and
narrower meaning. Thus, the purported connections of balai and baileu
are based on folk-etymology, false cognate recognition and semantic
blending, not common linguistic ancestry.

Perhaps if qualified Romance philologists specializing in Portuguese
knew how odd those extra vowels are in a so-called Malay loanword, they
might be tempted to explore medieval Latin texts and Romance nautical
jargon of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. As early as 1544, Galvao
(Jacobs 1971:259) reported that in Tidore, North Maluku, '[A]s the chiefs
of that island speak Portuguese and Castilian, sometimes mixing in
Biscayan, Kaitjil Rade did not desire an interpreter'. This hint of the
linguistic diversity that existed among the 'Portuguese' traders, soldiers
and sailors who first visited Maluku 450 years ago invites scholarly
philological research by qualified Romance specialists. Such researches are
beyond my bailiwick.

16 Note that I do not claim that Portuguese baileu is an inherited word from Proto-Romance.
First, baillium does not occur in classical Latin, and probably entered Portuguese after the
formative sound changes that occurred in Galician and Portuguese (a summary can be found in
Agard 1984:116-23). Second, the occurrence of baileu in Portuguese must be by another route. It is
worth observing that Portuguese, like most Romance languages, has borrowed extensively from
other Romance languages. Parkinson (1988:165-7), for example, cited loans from Castilian,
ecclesiastical Latin, Proven?al, French and Italian. Whether or not the Provencal form baileu
'official' noted by Diez (1887) suggests a path of research must be determined by scholars of
Romance language.
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